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Soul Engineering
and the Coming Merkabas
By Dr. Chris Wagner

The Age of Enlightenment is upon us and the
coming Markabas are the bridges between science
and spirituality. They are holographic, vibrational,
information structures that allow us to access
enlightenment.

Exotic Cures
By Edna Sousa

Did you know there’s a berry from Europe that can
reduce muscular pain and help prevent postpartum
infections? Or a fruit from the Amazon that helps
cure abdominal pain…and a thorny vine from South
Africa can help cure back pain.
These are the exotic cures of our world…and if you
think they are mysterious secrets of jungle medicine
men (and women), think again! Now Edna Sousa, a
chemist and writer from Brazil is revealing these
and more exotic plants and their cures in this free
ebook.

Story Alchemy
By Kathryn Eriksen

Thee is an alchemical process behind the re-telling
of yourstory that will empower and activate you in
ways your current story may not be doing. Read
Kathryn’s tale and learn her 4-step process to story
alchemy.

art is life, life is a path
Art is a reflection of who we are and how we live. It’s a mirror of our own personal
journeys as artists and the styles we employ, the phases we go through and the
elements that keep showing up in our work – those are the tell-tale signs of who
we are.
It’s not an individual work that counts, but the body of work. The journey from
beginning to end. The evolution.
Like life…art is a path. And it reveals who we are and who we are becoming. It is
always a path toward something…an ideal or a home perhaps. As artists, we are
just trying to paint “home.”

a path of evolution
All artists evolve and mature. Their styles shift and their
tecchnique deepens and mellows. Most artists go through
periods that are defined by certain characteristics, like Picasso’s
famous “blue period.”
We all have a blue period in life. And a red period and a gold
period. And as we pass through these shifts, we are growing
and evolving…getting better at representing our world and our
unique perspectives of it. We are working out our pain and our
troubles. We are seeking answers. We are expressing. Living.
This is what life is really for…to live, evolve and mature. To
deepen in our own expression and to become more mature
artists of the canvas of life.
Looking back on our art, as on our lives, we may not always be
pleased with every period, every style we passed through along
the way. Maybe our mid-thirties were rife with troubles and
arrogant battles with our lovers or our business partners. Maybe
we look back on our childhood as a difficult time. Or maybe we
are even ashamed of some of our works of art and wish they
were destroyed.
But it’s who we are becoming – not who we have been – that
matters. Just like it’s the art we haven’t yet created that matters
most. It’s the evolution that defines our lives – no the specific
events.
Special Place 1 & 2
Magic Beach 1 & 2
All works: Acrilic on Canvas
45 x 45 cm

patterns
As artists, we can look at our art and
find the patterns that define us, the
elements that keep showing up over
and over, through all the periods
and styles we go through.
It’s also true for life. There are
always patterns that emege that
define us. The good news is that
these patterns often speak well of
us. They are the characteristics of
our souls that want to be revealed –
the promises that we are trying to
keep with ourselves and our
creation.
As artists, we are lucky, because
our patterns in art are usually
reflections of our patterns in life.

Special Place A, B
Acrilic on Canvas
45 x 45 cm

These are the elements that
continue to emerge in my
art, the music I love, and my
life:








BH Hils
Acrilic on Canvas
45 x 45 cm



They contain many
layers of imagery and
information, a certain
amount of complexity.
They are rich and
colorful.
They combine modern
themes with traditional
themes. Modern styles
with traditional styles.
They are somewhere
between completely
real and completely
abstract. They usually
have a frame of
reference in the real.
They are optimistic but
with an hint of
disharmony.
They include many
mixed cultural
references.

This describes me most
completely.
What are the predomimant
characteristics in your works
of art and life?

Waterfront
Acrilic on Canvas
90 x 140 cm

the
soul
I believe it is the soul that is
evolving. It is the soul that has
a purpose for being here. The
events of this lifetime are small
compared to the larger path
that the soul is taking lifetime
after lifetime.
We are here to express the
soul and, as artists, we have
the privilege of expressing this
through words, sounds or
images.
In life, we express the soul
through our actions and
through the things we create
that last beyond this lifetime:
Relationships. Friendships.
Acts of goodness. Reputation.
Children. The service we give
others. Our own evolving
styles. Memories. Moments of
pure beauty.
It’s what we create that counts.
We are all creators and we are
all artists. Life is art. Art is life.
Untitled
Acrilic on Canvas
90 x 140 cm

the
artist
Christopher Van Buren was
born in Los Angeles,
California (USA) and studied
Fine Arts at the California
State University in San Diego
in 1980. His early works
reveal his mastery in
sketching and drawing in a
classic style. During the 80s
and 90s, Van Buren worked in
the area of commercial
graphic art and photography
and studied the lithographic
arts. During this time he also
completed several designs for
commercial packaging
projects
In 1999, Van Buren moved to
Brazil and opened an atelier
in Ouro Preto with fellow
artist, Mauro Rocha. He
began to experiment with
painting styles that allowed
him to capture different forms
and abstractions.

Possibility
Mixed Media on Heavy Board
90 x 140 cm

parting
thoughts
Some have said that an artist is never
fully satisfied with his/her work…that
it’s the sweet dissatisfaction that drives
the artist to create.
Perhaps.
But I have long believed that all great
artists know they are great. They know
when a work is good. When it’s finished
and time to move on. It’s the amateur
artist who does not know when to stop
working on a painting.
So I suggest this: know when to stop
and appreciate what you have done
and who you have become. Become
you own greatest fan – the fan of your
evolution and path as an artist of life.
Don’t be a harsh critic of your own
creations, but know that they are part of
your soul’s evolution…and be glad for
them.

Science
Mixed Media on Heavy Board
90 x 140 cm

That’s Not It
Mixed Media on Paper
160 x 220 cm

Maya
Mixed Media on Paper
160 x 300 cm

Segundo Amor
Acrilic on Canvas
45 x 160 cm

Zulmira
Acrilic on Canvas
45 x 45 cm

The Tree
Acrilic on Canvas
90 x 160 cm

Waterfront
Acrilic on Canvas
90 x 140 cm
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